
Energy release rate for raksin �nite�strain elastiityDorothee KneesWeierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and StohastisBerlin, Germanykneesde�wias-berlin.deGri�th's frature riterion is an energeti riterion, whih desribes in a qua-sistati setting whether or not a preexisting rak in an elasti body is stationaryfor given external fores. It is usually formulated in terms of the energy releaserate (ERR), whih is the derivative of the potential deformation energy of thebody with respet to a virtual rak extension. In the simplest ase, the fratureriterion has the following form: if the ERR is smaller than a spei� onstant,then the rak is stationary, otherwise it will grow. Formulas for the alulationof the ERR are needed.One an �nd several formulas for the energy release rate in the literatureon frature mehanis (Gri�th�formula, J�integral, formulas based on stressintensity fators). In the linear elasti ase, these formulas are proved rigorouslyusing in an essential way regularity results for weak solutions of linear elliptisystems. In the ase of �nite�strain elastiity, similar formulas are derived underadditional assumptions on the smoothness or the asymptoti behavior of thestress and deformation �elds near the rak tip. But in general, suh regularityresults are not proved yet.In this talk we onsider geometrially nonlinear elasti models with poly-onvex energy densities W whih may take the value +∞ in ase of nonpositivedeformation gradients. The main assumption besides polyonvexity are growthonditions on the derivatives of W :
|A⊤DW (A)| ≤ κ(W (A) + 1) for every A ∈ M
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+ , (1)and similar for the seond derivative. These assumptions allow us to derive rig-orously the above mentioned formulas for the ERR without further assumptionson the smoothness of the deformation �elds. The main tool is a weak onver-gene theorem for Eshelby tensors W (∇u)1 − ∇u⊤DW (∇u), whih we proveon the basis of (1).Referenes[1℄ Ball, J. M. Some open problems in elastiity. In Geometry, mehanis,and dynamis. Volume in honor of the 60th birthday of J. E. Marsden(New York, 2002), P. Newton, Ed., Springer, pp. 3�59.[2℄ Bauman, P., Owen, N. C., and Phillips, D. Maximum priniplesand a priori estimates for a lass of problems from nonlinear elastiity.Annales de l'Institut Henri Poinaré - Analyse non linéaire 8 (1991),119�157.[3℄ Knees, D., Mielke, A. Energy release rate for raks in �nite�strainelastiity. WIAS-Preprint 1100, (2006). submitted1


